Geo-Tech is an environmentally friendly company specializing in recycling optical media (CDs and DVDs) and coated plastics used in automotive and consumer applications. Backed by the R&D expertise of METSS Corporation, Geo-Tech has developed the essential process to remove coatings (paints and metals) and reclaim valuable plastic substrate materials without using chemicals that can diminish properties. Geo-Tech’s process returns the full value of these materials to manufacturers for reuse in high-end applications at a significant savings.

**RECOVERING VALUABLE POLYMERS**
- Geo-Tech accepts coated and metalized plastic waste from the manufacturer
- Recovered plastic is clean and suitable for reuse in high-end applications
- Ideal for automotive manufacturers, IT applications and other consumer products

**MAINTAINING THE ENVIRONMENT**
- Environmentally friendly process
- Uses water instead of chemicals
- The only recycling technology to recover value of coated plastics without degradation
- Equally effective for optical media, automotive and consumer applications

**IMPACTING YOUR BOTTOM LINE**
- Allows manufacturers to incorporate more recycled content materials into their products
- Properties of recovered products are comparable to virgin materials
- Increases overall profitability

**BRINGING OUR CUSTOMERS**
- BETTER TECHNOLOGY
- BETTER SAVINGS
- BETTER ENVIRONMENT

**LEARN MORE**
- www.geo-tech.com

**CLICK ON WWW.GEO-TECH.COM AND FIND OUT THE TOP 10 REASONS MANUFACTURERS CHOOSE GEO-TECH**

Geo-Tech Polymers
300 Westdale Avenue
Westerville, Ohio 43082